We study f (R)-gravity with torsion in presence of Dirac massive fields. Using the Bianchi identities, we formulate the conservation laws of the theory and we check the consistency with the matter field equations. Further, we decompose the field equations in torsionless and torsional terms: we show that the nonlinearity of the gravitational Lagrangian reduces to the presence of a scalar field that depends on the spinor field; this additional scalar field gives rise to an effective stress-energy tensor and plays the role of a scale factor modifying the normalization of Dirac fields. Problems for fermions regarding the positivity of energy and the particle-antiparticle duality are discussed.
Introduction
In the last thirty years, several extensions of General Relativity (GR) have been formulated in order to solve some problems left open by Einstein's theory at ultraviolet and infra-red scales; among all the developed extended theories of gravity, one of the simplest approaches is certainly given by the so-called f (R)-theory: it consists in relaxing the hypothesis that the gravitational Lagrangian be a linear function of the Ricci scalar R allowing a dependence on R more general than that of the Einstein-Hilbert action. This approach has acquired great interest in cosmology and astrophysics where f (R)-gravity turned out to be useful in addressing cosmological and astrophysical puzzles such as dark energy and dark matter; for example, it leads to alternative explanations of the accelerated behaviour of the today universe as well as the missing matter at astrophysical scales without postulating the existence of forms of energy and matter unknown so far. Further reasons to investigate extended theories of gravity come from the Field Theory; as it is well-known, in dealing with elementary particles the spin is as fundamental as the momentum. In order to take spin into account, first Cartan introduced torsion in the geometrical background, and then Sciama and Kibble took it to the framework of Einstein gravity following the scheme for which the energy is the source of curvature in the same way in which the spin is the source of torsion; in the resulting Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble (ECSK) theory, the gravitational fields are given by a metric tensor and a metric compatible connection with torsion, whose dynamics is described by a gravitational Lagrangian linear in the scalar curvature. In this scenario, f (R)-gravity with torsion has been developed as one of the simplest extensions of the ECSK theory, the one relying again on the idea of replacing the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian with a non-linear function. An important consequence of this fact is the presence of torsion even without spin as long as the stress-energy trace is not constant [1, 2, 3, 4] . Nonetheless, the matter field that best exploits the coupling between torsion and spin, and therefore the most general to study, is the spinor field, the simplest of which is the spin-1 2 spinor field, already studied in the special case of masslessness by Rubilar [5] . In this paper, we consider f (R)-gravity with torsion coupled to the Dirac spinor field in its most general massive case; our approach will face the problem of the consistency of matter field equations with the conservation laws. In fact, the ECSK-like field equations of the theory involve the curvature and the torsion tensors which appear also in the well-known Bianchi identities; the latter are geometrical and they hold independently on the ECSK-like field equations through which they are converted into suitable conservation laws; these conservation laws must be satisfied once matter field equations are eventually given. A point that has to be stressed is that the obtained conservation laws reduce to the ones of the Einstein theory when the spin vanishes (for instance, the particles of a perfect fluid without spin follow the Levi-Civita geodesics, even if the geodesic structure of spacetime differs from the Levi-Civita one). However, in presence of spin all equations are more general than those of the Einstein theory, and for them the check of consistency may not be trivial (for example, for some of the higher-spin supersymmetric models, constraints known as subsidiary conditions need be added in order for such consistency to be obtained); this is a fundamental aspect for the viability of the theory. In particular, in the case of f (R)-gravity coupled to the Dirac field, we verify that the Dirac-like field equations are actually consistent with the aforementioned conservation laws by checking that the former automatically imply the validity of the latter; for this model, as far as our knowledge is concerned, this consistency check has never been carried out in the literature. After checking the consistency of the field equations, we shall further proceed by decomposing all of them into torsionless and torsional terms, showing that the contributions due to the non-linearity of the function f (R) are equivalent to the presence of a suitable scalar field depending on Dirac field alone. This scalar field is seen to modify the effective stress-energy tensor of the theory and it enters all equations as a scale factor modifying the normalization of Dirac field. We shall see that this fact has consequences for the Dirac field itself: indeed, the possibility to have the two opposite signs for the scale factor that multiplies the terms containing the Dirac field implies that it is possible to have both repulsive and attractive spin-torsion coupling within the Dirac-like field equations and to have both the negative and positive energy, respectively for particles and antiparticles, in the Einstein-like field equations; in particular, this last point is important for the problem of the positivity of the energy of particles and antiparticles, because it solves it in the classical domain. On the same footing, this situation leaves open the path to the possibility of having a particle-antiparticle duality lost in gravitational physics.
Geometrical preliminaries
Throughout the paper we indicate spacetime indices by Latin letters. A metric tensor on the spacetime M is denoted by g ij and a connection by Γ h ij ; metriccompatible connections are those whose covariant derivative applied on the metric tensor vanishes. Any connection Γ h ij defines the associated covariant derivative
as well as the corresponding torsion and Riemann curvature tensors expressed as
where contractions T i = T j ij , R ij = R h ihj and R = R ij g ij are called respectively the torsion vector, the Ricci tensor and the Ricci scalar curvature. The torsion and curvature tensors are used to express the commutator of covariant derivatives as
for any generic vector V k . By considering the commutators of commutators in cyclic permutation one can obtain the so-called Bianchi identities
whose usefulness will be clear in the following. Given a metric tensor g ij , every metric g-compatible connection can be decomposed in the form [6, 7] 
where
is called the contorsion tensor andΓ h ij is the Levi-Civita connection induced by the metric g ij ; the contorsion tensor satisfies the antisymmetry property given by K
amounting to the metric-compatibility of every connection of the form (2.5). The contorsion has one contraction K ij i = K j , from which we have also the identity K i = −T i . With the contorsion we can decompose the covariant derivative of the full connection into covariant derivative of the Levi-Civita connection∇ plus contorsional contributions; this gives the following representation of the Ricci curvature
with the Ricci curvature of the Levi-Civita connectionR ij and contorsional terms. In the next sections we shall consider f (R)-gravity coupled with Dirac fields: as it is well known, the most suitable variables to describe fermion fields interacting with gravity are tetrad fields. Tetrad fields possess Lorentz indices denoted by Greek letters as well as spacetime indices. They are defined by e µ = e 
and their relationships with the world tensors defined in equations (2.2) are given by the relationships T h ij := T α ij e h α and R h kij = R µ ij ν e h µ e ν k respectively.
3 f (R)-gravity with torsion and conservation laws f (R)-gravity with torsion can be formulated in the metric-affine approach [1] or in the tetrad-affine one [2] . In the first case, the gravitational dynamical fields are represented by the metric g and a metric compatible connection Γ on the spacetime manifold M . In the second case, the gravitational dynamical fields are given by a tetrad field e µ i and a spin-connection ω µν i , still defined on M . Field equations are derived variationally through a Lagrangian function of the kind
where f (R) is a real function of the Ricci curvature scalar R written in terms of the metric and connection, or equivalently tetrad and spin-connection, and L m indicates a suitable matter Lagrangian.
In general the metric-affine formulation is preferred when the connection does not couple with matter, namely when the matter Lagrangian is independent of the connection. In such a circumstance, the field equations of the theory are [1]
δg ij plays the role of the stress-energy tensor. Equations (3.2a) are by construction symmetric. The symmetrization symbol for the Ricci tensor R ij is omitted because any connection satisfying equations (2.5), (2.6) and (3.2b) gives rise to a Ricci tensor that is automatically symmetric [1, 3, 4] . We also notice that, if f (R) = kR, we have non-vanishing torsion even if the spin density is zero. On the other hand, in case of coupling with spin matter, for instance spinor fields, the tetrad-affine formulation is more suitable. The corresponding field equations have been derived in [2] (see also [5] ) and turn out to be ∂Lm ∂ω µν i e µ t e ν s e α i are the stress-energy and spin density tensors of the matter field. From equation (3.3b) it is seen that, in presence of ω-dependent matter, there are two sources of torsion: the spin density S α ts and the non-linearity of the gravitational Lagrangian. By considering the trace of equations (3.2a) or (3.3a) we obtain the relation
between the curvature scalar R and the trace Σ of the stress-energy tensor. From (3.4) we see that when the trace Σ is only allowed to be constant (where the constant can assume any value, in particular zero) then also R is forced to be constant; in such a circumstance, the present theory amounts to an Einsteinlike (if S α ts = 0, i.e. ω-independent matter) or an ECSK-like (if S α ts = 0, i.e. ω-dependent matter) theory with cosmological constant [1, 2, 3, 5] . The previous statement holds with the exception of the particular case given, when Σ = 0, by the relationship f (R) = kR 2 , because under these conditions equation (3.4) is a trivial identity imposing no restrictions on the curvature scalar R. Therefore, from now on we shall systematically assume that Σ is not constant as well as that f (R) = kR 2 . Moreover, we shall assume that the relation (3.4) is invertible so that the Ricci curvature is a suitable function of Σ, namely R = F (Σ)
giving the Ricci curvature tensor and torsion tensor in terms of the energy and spin densities. In equations (3.5a) one has to distinguish the order of the indices since in general the tensors R ij and is not symmetric if S h ij = 0 while Σ ij is not symmetric because it is obtained by variation with respect to the tetrad fields. It is also important to notice that, as it happens for the purely metric case, any f (R) theory with torsion (with or without spin) is equivalent to a corresponding torsional scalar-tensor theory with Brans-Dicke parameter ω 0 = 0 and with specific potential for the scalar field directly induced by the function f (R) [1, 2] . Moreover, recalling the expression (2.6) for the contorsion tensor and making use of equations (3.5b), we obtain the following representations
where one hasŜ
for the decomposed tensors. Inserting equations (3.6) and (3.7) into equations (2.7), we get the following useful decomposition of the Ricci tensor which we shall employ later. Now, we shall use the Bianchi identities (2.4) to work out the conservation laws for the above outlined theory. To see this point, let us consider the Bianchi identities in their fully contracted form as
together with the field equations (3.5) written in the equivalent form
The divergences of equations (3.10) read respectively as
and by inserting the content of the fully contracted Bianchi identities (3.9) into equations (3.11), we get
so that evaluating explicitly the term [∇ s , ∇ t ]f ′ , the expressions (3.12) can be further simplified as
At this point, the field equations (3.10) can again be used to calculate: the antisymmetric part of (3.10a)
the contractions of (3.10a) with torsion vector and torsion
the contractions of (3.10b) with curvature and torsion
and by finally inserting the content of all equations (3.14) into equations (3.13), we obtain the following conservation laws
under which the stress-energy and spin density tensors of the matter fields must undergo once the matter field equations are assigned. It is worth noticing that in the case of coupling with matter without spin, equations (3.15) reduces to the usual conservation laws holding in general relativity. Indeed, in metric-affine formulation with no spin equations (3.15b) are identities. At the same time, working out equation (3.15a) and taking equations (2.5) and (2.6) into account, we have
This last result has been already proved in a different way [8, 9, 10] , exploiting the dynamical equivalence of metric-affine f (R)-gravity without spin with certain Brans-Dicke-like theories, for which the standard conservation laws given in equation (3.16) hold [11] . The proof given above is more direct and geometrical. Next we shall investigate more in detail the coupling with Dirac fields.
Coupling with Dirac matter fields and consistency
Let us consider f (R)-gravity coupled with a Dirac field. The matter Lagrangian function is the Dirac one
where D i ψ = 
which implicitly defines the γ 5 matrix and which entails the identities
and
we will employ in the following. By varying (4.1) with respect to ψ, we obtain the matter field equations
which generalize the usual Dirac equations. Due to equations (4.4), it is easily seen that the stress-energy and spin density tensors, derived as in section 3, are respectively given by where we have used (4.3b) to show the equivalence of the two forms of the spin density, which is then manifestly completely antisymmetric and thus irreducible. Now, it is possible to calculate the divergences of the quantities (4.5) as
and by adding and removing the termsψγ i D j D i ψ and D j D iψ γ i ψ in equations (4.6a) as well as the termsψS ij γ h D h ψ and D hψ γ h S ij ψ in equations (4.6b), we obtain the following expressions
By employing the matter field equations (4.4), we get
Finally, by making use of the commutator of covariant derivatives on spinors and the algebraic identities given by (4.3a), we have
proving the complete consistency between the matter field equations (4.4) and the corresponding conservation laws (3.15).
We now discuss more in detail the Einstein-like equations of the theory, separating the Levi-Civita contributions from the torsional ones. To this end, due to the total antisymmetry of the spin density, we note that the Ricci tensor and the curvature scalar can be expressed as
and also
(compare with equations (3.7) and (3.8)). Taking the decompositions (4.10) into account, from equations (3.5a) we derive the Einstein-like equations
where the scalar field ϕ := f ′ (F (Σ)) (4.12) and the effective potential
have been introduced [1, 2] . Splitting the symmetric part of (4.11) from the antisymmetric one, we get the following two sets of equations
and it is a straightforward matter (left to the reader) to verify that equations (4.14b) are equivalent to equations (4.9b). In other words, the matter field equations (4.4) imply equations (4.14b) and the significant part of the Einstein-like equations reduces to the equations (4.14a) only. The latter can be worked out by giving an explicit representation of the covariant derivative of spinor fields. To this end, we denote byD the spinorial covariant derivative induced by the Levi-Civita connection. Then, we have
which can be used together with of (2.5), (3.6), (3.7) and (4.5b), to obtain the following identities
and finally by inserting (4.16), (4.17) e (4.18) into (4.14) we get the expression for the symmetrized Einstein-like equations
Next, we have that Dirac equations can be decomposed in torsionless and torsional terms; indeed, by using the identity (ψγ 5 γ τ ψ)γ 5 + (ψγ τ ψ)I γ τ ψ ≡ 0 together with the Fierz rearrangement, we get the following equivalent form for Dirac equations
where the coupling between the spin density and the completely antisymmetric irreducible part of torsion generates spinorial self-interactions whose potentials can be recognized to be of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio type [12, 13] .
As a final step, by making use of equations (4.20) the symmetrized Einstein-like equations can be written in the equivalent form
in which all torsional contributions have disappeared. We observe that the nonlinearity of the f (R) function gives rise to the appearance of the scalar field we indicated with ϕ = ϕ(ψψ) in the field equations (4.20) and (4.21). The role of the scalar field ϕ is two-fold: on the one hand, it provides additional terms in the effective stress-energy tensor in the Einstein-like field equations (4.21); on the other hand, it is a scale factor modifying the normalization of the Dirac field contributions in both equations (4.20) and (4.21). Furthermore, we also remark that the scalar ϕ may assume both positive and negative values, but it cannot switch between them due to the fact that it cannot vanish (see for instance equations (4.20) and (4.21)). This has again two implications: it may determine both repulsive and attractive potentials by controlling the sign of the self-interacting term in equations (4.20); it controls the sign of the stress-energy tensor of the Dirac field in equations (4.21). This means that both particles and antiparticles may have positive energies in classical gravity.
To explain this point, consider the circumstance in which f (R) = R − εR 2 , where ε is a fixed positive parameter. In this situation, we have ϕ = 1 + ε m(ψψ), which clearly shows that the sign of ϕ depends on the scalarψψ built from the spinor field: for particles, we haveψψ 0 so that ϕ 0 and the energy is positive; for antiparticles, we haveψψ 0 so that for ψ ψ 1 εm it is ϕ 0 and the energy is negative, but for ψ ψ 1 εm it is ϕ 0 and the energy is positive. The consequence of this fact is that, for extremely high-density states, particles and antiparticles have a similar behaviour both with positive energies, but as the density decreases, their behaviour differentiates, and while particles maintain positive energy, we have that antiparticles would turn out to have negative energy. This mechanism accounts for a spontaneous symmetry breaking that takes place in classical physics. For example, in the instance of cosmological applications, we have that although in the beginning of the universe the particle-antiparticle duality and the positivity of their energies might have been an obvious fact, with the following expansion particles and antiparticles lose their symmetry, and whereas the former are still allowed, the latter are forced to disappear: that the particle-antiparticle duality be broken is not a new feature for torsional gravitational theories [14, 15, 16] ; on the other hand torsional non-linear f (R)-gravity appear to amplify such a mechanism, as we have just discussed here, with no need of any quantization whatsoever. As a conclusive remark, we stress a consequence of having associated particles and antiparticles respectively with positive and negative values of the scalar field ϕ: recalling that the scalar ϕ is allowed to have both positive and negative values but it cannot switch sign, then the model is allowed to describe both particles and antiparticles but it cannot provide a mechanism for transmuting them into each other by means of gravitational effects alone. As the theory describes two sub-theories, one for positive and one for negative ϕ, without the possibility to turn one into the other, then the Dirac matter field gives two kind of solutions, particles and antiparticles, without the possibility to change into one another just in terms of gravitational physics, compatibly with all observations made so far.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have considered f (R)-theories of gravitation with Ricci scalar written in terms of connections having both metric and torsional degrees of freedom. We have studied them coupled to Dirac matter fields: we have seen that for general f (R) functions with R depending on metric and torsion, the corresponding field equations transform the Bianchi geometrical identities into conservation laws; these conservation laws are satisfied for the stress-energy and spin density tensors of the Dirac field, once Dirac matter field equations are used. After the set of field equations has been checked for consistency, we have decomposed all equations in terms of torsionless and torsional contributions. We have seen that within the fermionic field equations the self-interacting term is given by a potential of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio form scaled in terms of a scalar field ϕ; the Einstein-like field equations are such that the fermionic contributions are also scaled in terms of the same scalar field ϕ, and furthermore an additional stress-energy tensor for the scalar field ϕ itself also appears. In this situation, we have discussed peculiar circumstances given by specific examples of ϕ for which both particles and antiparticles have positive energies, displaying a duality in the beginning of the universe that is eventually lost in further stages of the cosmic evolution. It is remarkable that the positivity of the energy for both particles and antiparticles is ensured and the particle-antiparticle duality is gravitationally spontaneously broken with a classic approach. The fact that no quantization, let alone quantization with anticommutators, is considered at all is important for the foundations of quantum field theory in view of the problems quantum field theory is known to have. In fact, the concern about divergences that are introduced as a byproduct of the quantization of fields can be circumvented by avoiding the quantization of fields in the first place, as long as the problems of the positivity of energies and the particle-antiparticle duality solved by quantizing matter fields find solution in an alternative way. One of these alternative is provided here.
